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1. Family2. Restaurant3. Books4. Travel5. Website6. Accident7. Childhood memory8. Favorite room9. Presents10. Historical place11. Newspaper/ Magazine12. A memorable event13. A favorite topic14. A museum15. A favorite movie16. A foreign land17. Part18. A teacher19. A friend20. A hotel21. A letter22.
Hobbies23. Music24. Shopping25. Holiday Talks are between 2 and 4 people and are between, friends, go to the doctors, golf, at the airport, hair and beauty, talking on the phone, talking about the weather and various other things. Once you've decided which conversation lesson you want to view, just click on the lesson
you choose. To view a list of basic English conversation click on this link Conversation lessons Click on the links to select the lessons on conversations Greeting conversations between two friends learn English Hair cut beauty and massage conversation Weather conversation English lesson Occupation - conversation -
read write Phones and talks Talking in the phone At the airport conversation Learning English Golf conversation practice learn English An afternoon in the kitchen conversation between 2 people Talking about the weather conversation Small talk English conversation lesson Calling a Doctor conversation Golf and talk on
rough learning English Golf conversation about practice Conversations about 3 people go to a concert Conversation between 2 friends making plans Conversations between 2 friends discussing plans for a winter break Conversation between 4 people in the doctors' office Conversation about giving directions
Conversation about shopping for food Conversation about 2 friends help each other Conversation about 2 people join University Formal conversation between 3 people Looking for a job call between 2 friends Job interview conversation First day at work conversation Production floor manager conversation 2 people
Conversation in an office about changing a customer order Call about promotion at work between 2 colleagues Call about 2 people meeting people Conversation about 2 friends applying to college Conversation about giving a speech on global warming Conversation 2 students studying for a test Book conversation
between 2 students talking about their Exam conversation 2 friends talking about buying flowers Halloween conversation 4 people planning to go trick or treat on Halloween Thanksgiving conversation 3 people will celebrate Thanksgiving New Year's Eve celebration conversation 2 friends talking about New Year's Eve
Seafood vocabulary and conversation English lesson Conversation in the mail with 2 people Get your hotel cleaned conversation with 2 people Get your laundry washed in a hotel conversation 2 people Book a taxi conversation at a hotel requesting a wake-up call at a hotel Conversation call between 2 friends Phone for
help after accident conversation 3 people To Pray and give directions conversation English lesson Go to doctor conversation between 2 people Order food at a restaurant conversation between 3 people Greeting a friend you have not seen during a long time conversation Weather conversation between 2 people English
lesson Time conversation between people Formal greetings, introductions and farewell conversation Formal greetings conversations learn English Request a lesson Sometimes you may not see a lesson that you want. You can submit a request using the form please contact us. We make it easy for you to learn to speak
English fluently, whether you are a beginner or advanced learner. These English lessons will show you how to say almost anything in daily English conversation. Get started now with our speaking, vocabulary and grammar exercises. Free English Course An 18-week course (A1-A2 level) with all the basics of English
grammar, vocabulary and talking phrases. Plus, lots of practice exercises! This course is ideal if you want to review essential English or prepare for a trip abroad. Start your English course here. Talking Exercises Advanced Speaking - Talking about the possibility of Bo Neutral in one argument - 10 Phrases Pronunciation
Exercise: Silent b in Words Everyday English Phrases Start a Conversation English Conversation: Typical Answers Phrases for Polite English English Pubs Talking About Future Plans Say You Don't Understand English Conversation About Food Understand English Speaking How To Say No At Work Make Dates
Meeting People Get Along And Oen se Helping People Classroom Language Ending a Conversation Complaining about a hotel What says in special situations Greetings and introductions Vocabulary exercises English Phrases With Never Collocations Quiz: Test your vocabulary Phone Collocations in English Learn 10
Telephony Phrasal Verbs English Expression with you Memory and vocabulary Col Composite Nouns - Clothes Summer Holiday Books and Synonym Readings Vocabulary Say , Tell, Speak, Talk Personal Grooming and Hygiene Adjectives and Nouns Common Verb-Noun Collocations in English Word Building
Grammar Exercises Have and Had Connect Words Indirect Questions At Work When, While, As, Under Been or Gone? A/ an or One? Previous Simple and Past Continuous Past Modals Very, Many, More, Much Can, Have to Ing and Ed Adjectives Either and Neither Short Questions Adverbs Past Perfect and Past
Simple Time Words Prepositions of Place and Direction Prepositions and Adjectivecomparatives Quantifies Some, Any, No, An English Grammar Exercises Other Lessons/Exercises Write a RESUME: How to Use Powerful Verb Phrases for Business Letters and E-mail Writing Exercise: English Arbitration English video
Talking about rules and regulations Hello! I am Clare, an English teacher and the founder of this site. I can help you speak English more easily! Here are two things for you: 10 Essential Fluency Phrases – Get Phrases for Simple Conversations NEW: Join The English Fluency Club – Get my 2 fluency programs + weekly
challenges and group lessons Do you feel nervous and forgetful when talking to English speakers? When I was studying Spanish, basic conversational skills were the hardest thing for me to learn. When someone asked me a question, I would freeze up and forget how to speak. When it came time to hold a Spanish
conversation, I would suddenly forget everything I studied. That's when I realized I hadn't practiced my talking skills. I spent six years studying language in high school and college, but I never got the opportunity to chat with actual Hispanics. The mistake that many students, myself included, make when learning a foreign
language is to forget about practicing real conversational skills. Instead, we spend our time memorizing vocabulary words and doing workbook activities. And while these exercises are also important, they don't teach us how to speak naturally.     What you need to keep a basic English ConversationBeing able to have a
basic English conversation is not difficult—you just need to know how to express yourself and start with short, simple conversations. To have a basic conversation, you need to be able to:Introduce yourself and share some personal information. Talk about your needs and expectations. Talk about your career and your
educational background. Keep simple conversations with people you meet in daily activities, like shopping, going to the bank or going to the doctor's office. Unless the only reason you learn English is to read literature, you will need to communicate with English speakers at some point. Whether you are travelling abroad,
working for an international company or attending an English-speaking university. Before you become a master English conversationalist, you will need to develop some basic English conversational skills to help you speak confidently and not forget your vocabulary in the moment—as I used to do with Spanish.The best
way to build these skills is to take basic English conversation courses. Great for preparing for an upcoming trip to London or New York, these courses can teach you how to talk about yourself, ask for help and hold simple conversations with people you will encounter during a normal day. Here are some courses that will
get you to chat in English in no time. SKESLTopics Covered: Small talk, feelings and opinions, daily activities and interests SKESL's Beginner Conversation Course is excellent for ESL students trying to build their basic conversationskills. The course is filled with helpful as well as audio clips of English conversations,
dialogues and understanding quizzes. In fact, it is probably one of the most comprehensive free courses you will come across on the internet. The course has 10 units, and each unit covers a specific topic and has a total of 20 calls. The beginner conversation course has a total of 200 calls. BBC LearningTopics Covered:
Introductions, work-related topics, casual and formal conversationsBBCC's Learning English Courses are not only great for learning to hold conversations, they are also perfect for building your vocabulary and improving your grammar. When it comes to conversational English, learn this English course for lower-level
students how to present yourself, ask and answer questions, and have basic conversations with English speakers. It also has a device that teaches the difference between formal and informal speech, which is good to know if you ever plan to work or study in an English speaking country. Another good thing about the
BBC course is that it comes with videos of people who speak English naturally, as well as transcripts and short activities to test you on what you've learned. FluentUTopics Covered: EverythingBecause FluentU uses a lot of real videos to teach English, learning to keep basic English conversations has never been
easier. FluentU is an online immersive platform that takes authentic videos—like music videos, movie trailers, news and inspiring conversations—and turns them into personalized language lessons. The beauty of learning English with FluentU is how you can study using a variety of resources—they have a huge library of
videos and clips to enhance your learning. And since everything is arranged by difficulties, as well as topics like culture, business, entertainment, health and more, you can easily find a different conversation every time you study. Udemy Topics Covered: Making Plans, Talking About You Self-Speaker English with Trust is
a paid online conversation course by Udemy that teaches you how to hold basic English conversations and improve your pronunciation and listening skills. The course is divided into a total of nine units, each covering a different subject such as introductions, work-related conversations, interests and more. What's nice
about this course is that you can start at beginner level and advance to intermediate conversational English when you complete the course. Also, speaking English with confidence is one of the most comprehensive conversational English courses on the internet. It comes with the following resources to help you learn:Five
hours of educational videos56 articles covering conversational English248 extra resources to help you studyInteractive exercises and activitiesAnd best of all, after completing the course, you will receive a certificate of completion you can use when applying for an English speaking job or educational program.
TalkEnglish.comSubject: Using English expressions and casual conversationsTalkEnglish is a free language learning experience where students can improve their English skills. Its English-language Basics course is for novice ESL students who want to practice their basic English conversational skills. Ideal for students
who only learn to communicate with English speakers, this course teaches students how to use English expressions commonly used in conversation, such as:I was you, I would + (verb)The course is divided into three sections, each a little more difficult than the previous section. Each section has a list of expressions that
you can click. After you click on an expression, you'll get an explanation about how to use the expression in the conversation, as well as a list of example sentences and short audio clips of those sentences spoken by an English speaker. All Ears English Covered: Learning English, using expressions and general
conversationAll Ears English is a podcast for helping ESL students improve their speaking and listening skills. The podcast is run by three English teachers named Lindsay, Michelle and Jessica, who talk about a number of exciting topics, which important study habits every student should have and how to respond to a
funny joke. One of my favorite episodes is How to Respond to What Are You Up To? in English, who will teach you to respond to this usual greeting by talking about how you have been. What makes all ears English different from other conversation courses is that the podcast usually covers how to become a better
English student. But instead of talking like how a teacher would lecture the class, the podcast takes a conversational approach that uses slang and humor to teach conversational English.Daily English ConversationTopics Covered: Day-to-Day Activities and General TopicsDaily English Conversation is a YouTube
channel that teaches you the basics of conversational English by having you listen and repeat sentences. Best for students who have a little extra time to spend studying, the videos on this channel are often more than an hour long. But if you're someone who likes programs that teach English with audio clips, you'll find
this channel to be incredibly useful. In most videos, you'll find a conversation between two or more English speakers, as well as a script so you can follow along. There are a number of topics covered in a conversation video, and by clicking on read more on the video's description, you can jump to specific topics that you
want to listen to. The Daily English Conversation videos contain a mix of basic and more advanced English conversation topics, making it a great resource for students of all levels. And if you are looking for couple good videos to start with, take a look at Learn English Conversation for Beginners: Basic English and Most
Common Questions.With the help of these basic English conversation courses, you will never have to worry about freezing up in a conversation again. After some training you start to feel more confident your speaking skills and keeping English conversations will start to feel natural to you.    
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